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EXAM 

 Activity 01: choose the right answer: 

1- who …………… your favorite actor ? 

a- is  

b- does 

2- My mother is not …………..in tennis. 

a- interested  

b- interesting 

3- We prefer swimming ………… running. 

a- to 

b- that 

4- I think that film s very ……….  

a- bored 

                               b- boring 

5- I …………..my teeth with………….. 

a- wash 

b- toothpaste 

c- clean 

d- a comb 

6- She………….. make-up when she goes out . 

a- puts on  

b  - has 

7- …………….a temperature. 

a- I am 

b- I’ ve got  

8- I…………in pain in my eye. 
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           a-    I’am  

b- ‘ve got 

9- Do you …………sick? 

a- Feel 

b- Be 

10- Shall I ………………you a lift to work? 

a- Give 

b- Take 

11-………………….you like me to help 

a- Would 

b- do 

 

 Activity two : choose the correct answer : 

1. They were late  ………………….the traffic. 

a. Because 

b. Because of 

c. So 

d. to 

2. I’m going to the chemist’s ………………….get some aspirins. 

a. Because  

b. Because of 

c. So 

d. to 

3. It was a nice day,……………….  we  went out. 

a. Because 

b. Because of 

c. So 

d. to 

4. I bought the house…………………………..the beautiful view. 

a- Because 

b- Because of 

c- So 

d- to 

5. I don’t go to the theatre very often ……………….it’s too expensive. 

a- Because  

b- Because of 

c- So 

d- to 
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6. I’m going out now,……………….I’ll phone you tomorrow. 

a- Because 

b- Because of 

c- So 

d- to 

7. She went to the centre …………………meet her friend. 

a- Because 

b- Because of 

c- So 

d- to 

8. I think he married her……………………her money. 

a- Because 

b- Because of 

c- So 

d- to 

9. Are you studying English……………….get a better job ? 

a- Because 

b- Because of 

c- So 

d- to 

 


